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There’s nothing easier to broadcast an event live 

than driving your studio control room to the 

venue of the event.



Our Company 

With a team of more than 20 years working experience in a leading 
broadcast and professional product manufacturer, we are confidence 
to provide you with the system which you need in your daily use. It is 
because we have been trained to work on project from box to simple 
system into big system including studio and OB Van.

Our Services
Nowadays, broadcasters are facing a lot of competition 
from web hosting company as web hosting company can 
deliver content widely. However, TV reception still 
provides you with the highest quality of viewing at home. 
Therefore, to provide a good quality of signal to home is 
the key to success!

Live event plays an important role in TV industry, because you can 
enjoy the high quality TV program at home without struggling to the 
event venue. OB Van is playing an important role to deliever live 
event to home.

InIn considering different level of budget size, we are here to provide 
you with different choices of OB Van. As entry level, we shall utlilize 
your current assets, like your camcorder, no matter it’s a Sony, 
Panasonic, JVC or ARRI, and turn them into a system camera of 
which you can control, communicate and to interact within your 
production team. We shall be appreciated the chance to set up a 
meeting with you to discuss more in details on what are the choices 
we can provide to you!we can provide to you!
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